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Harel Weinstein, Ph.D.

Dr. Weinstein is the Maxwell Upson

Professor of Physiology and Biophysics

and Chairman of the Department of

Physiology and Biophysics at Weill

Medical College of Cornell University, the

Director of its Institute for Computational

Biomedicine, and a Tri-Institutional

Professor (at Rockefeller University,

Sloan-Kettering Institute and Cornell

University).  He is an internationally

recognized authority in molecular and

computational biophysics, quantitative

approaches to complex systems in

physiology, and bioinformatics.  His work

addresses the structural and dynamic

mechanisms of fundamental biological

processes from molecular structure to

functional genomics and their expression in physiological mechanisms of tissues and

organs. A central focus is the comprehensive understanding of mechanisms of drugs of

abuse.  Dr. Weinstein has published over 240 scientific articles highlighting fundamental

discoveries in subjects such as the structure and dynamics of protein-binding to DNA in

the regulation of gene expression, the molecular mechanisms of cellular signaling, the

structural basis of intercellular communication and neurotransmission through

membrane receptors and neurotransmitter transporters, and the use of quantitative

molecular understanding in the elucidation of mechanisms of drugs of abuse. The

successful contribution to discovery of new therapies and drug design has been a

sustained practical aim of his fundamental studies.  He has served on the editorial

boards of a number of journals and as a consultant for major pharmaceutical houses and

biotech companies in the U.S., Europe and Japan.  He has served as President of the

Association of Chairmen of Departments of Physiology and the International Society for

Quantum Biology and Pharmacology, as Chair of the Biophysics Section of the NY

Academy of Sciences and as a Councilor of the Biophysical Society and the NY

Academy of Medicine. He has received numerous honors and awards, holds a Senior

Research Scientist Award from NIDA, and serves on national and international

committees, panels, and boards.

Trevor W. Robbins, Ph.D.

Trevor Robbins was appointed in 1997 as

the Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience

at the University of Cambridge. He was

elected to the Chair of Experimental

Psychology (and Head of Department) at

Cambridge from October 2002. He is also

Director of the newly established

Cambridge MRC Centre in Behavioural

and Clinical Neuroscience. He has been

President of the European Behavioural

Pharmacology Society (1992-1994), and

he won that Society's inaugural

Distinguished Achievement Award in

2001. He was also President of the

British Association of

Psychopharmacology from 1996 to 1997.

He recently shared a FOUNDATION

IPSEN prize for his work on the neural basis of motivation and associative learning. He

has edited the journal Psychopharmacology since 1980 and joined the editorial board of

Science in January 2003. He is a Fellow of the British Psychological Society and of the

Academy of Medical Sciences. He has been a member of the Medical Research Council

(UK) and chaired the Neuroscience and Mental Health Board from 1995 until 1999. He

has been included on a list of the 100 most-cited neuroscientists by ISI. He has

published about five hundred chapters or full papers in scientific journals and has co-

edited three books (Psychology for Medicine: The Prefrontal Cortex; Executive and

Cognitive Function; and Disorders of Brain and Mind). 

    


